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Electron energy-loss magnetic chiral dichroism (EMCD) has the potential to measure magnetic properties
of the materials at atomic resolution but the complex distribution of magnetic signals in the zone axis and the
overlapping diffraction discs at higher beam convergence angles make the EMCD signal acquisition challenging.
Recently, the use of ventilator apertures to acquire the EMCD signals with atomic resolution was proposed. Here
we give the experimental demonstration of several types of ventilator apertures and obtain a clear EMCD signal
at beam semiconvergence angles of 5 mrad. To simplify the experimental procedures, we propose a modified
ventilator aperture which not only simplifies the complex scattering conditions but reduces the influence of lens
aberrations on the EMCD signal as compared to the originally proposed ventilator apertures. In addition, this
modified aperture can be used to analyze magnetic crystals with various symmetries and we demonstrate this
feature by acquiring EMCD signals on different zone axis orientations of an Fe crystal. With the same aperture
we obtain EMCD signals with convergence angles corresponding to atomic resolution electron probes. After the
theoretical demonstration of the EMCD signal on a zone axis orientation at high beam convergence angles, this
work thus overcomes the experimental and methodological hurdles and enables atomic resolution EMCD on the
zone axis by using apertures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

If one were to build an instrument for investigating spatial
dependence of quantum effects at interfaces, one of the deter-
mining design criteria would be the obtained spatial resolu-
tion. The required resolution is in the range of few atomic dis-
tances to few tens of nanometers [1,2] which is close to ideal
for transmission electron microscope (TEM). The TEM with
its analysis volume of the specimen between a few nm3 and
a few 10 nm3 has been used for investigating quantum wires,
quantum dots, and interfaces incorporated in a thin film or a
bulk material. In the analysis of nanomagnetic materials, TEM
has played a very important role since it had enabled the anal-
ysis of such materials with a resolution of below 10 nm using
techniques of electron holography and Lorentz microscopy
[3–6]. In such analysis, the resolution of the TEM has bridged
the gap between the atom by atom surface analysis in the
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scanning tunneling microscope [7] and the analysis using
nonmicroscopy techniques like XMCD [8]. With recent devel-
opments in the technique of differential phase contrast (DPC)
[9,10] and energy-loss magnetic chiral dichroism (EMCD)
[11–16], the perspective of achieving atomic resolution for the
analysis of magnetic properties appears reachable. In classical
EMCD experiments, two electron energy-loss spectra (EELS)
are acquired at two specific scattering angles in the diffraction
plane and the difference of these spectra, called the EMCD
signal, is used to determine the magnetic moments of the
material. One of the difficulties of the EMCD technique
operating at subnanometer to atomic resolution is that high
convergence angles of the focused electron probe are needed
which have the drawback that the electron beam diffraction
disks start to overlap in the diffraction plane making the q
selection needed to obtain the EMCD signal difficult. Another
limitation to obtain atomic resolution EMCD is that most
work hitherto was carried out having atomic planes parallel to
the electron beam to reach the required diffraction geometry
of a two-beam or three-beam condition [11] losing atomic
column resolution. There is though one previous EMCD work
carried out on a zone-axis orientation where a parallel electron
beam of 50 nm in diameter was used in the experiments [17].
Nevertheless, Negi et al. [18] have shown in their simulations
that an EMCD signal can be obtained from highly convergent
electron beams and on the zone axis by using symmetric mul-
tihole apertures. To verify this result experimentally, two steps
have to be taken, a first one that shows that an EMCD signal is
obtained for convergences angles resulting in electron probes
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sufficient to reach atomic resolution and a second step where
the developed methodology is used to obtain an atomically
resolved EMCD map. Here, we have fabricated such apertures
and show that from an optimization of those apertures EMCD
signals can be acquired with convergence angles correspond-
ing to electron probe sizes below 2 Å enabling thus atomic
resolution EMCD analysis.

In this paper, we first demonstrate EMCD signals that
are obtained by the use of an eightfold ventilator aperture
at a beam convergence semiangle of α = 5 mrad in a high-
symmetry zone axis. We then propose and experimentally
demonstrate a simplified version of the ventilator aperture
which has the freedom to be used in multiple crystal sym-
metries keeping a zone axis orientation. Using this modified
aperture we obtain a clear EMCD signal with α = 10 mrad.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We used a single-crystal bcc Fe film to demonstrate the use
of multihole apertures for quantitative EMCD measurements.
For this purpose, a 35-nm-thick Fe film was epitaxially grown
on a MgO (001) substrate using direct-current magnetron
sputtering. The film was capped with 6-nm-thick MgO layer
to prevent oxidation of the Fe layer. The TEM samples were
prepared in both plan view and cross sectional geometries to
carry out the EMCD experiments in a [001] and a [110] zone
axis of Fe respectively. The experiments were performed on a
FEI Tecnai F30 scanning TEM (STEM) operating at 300 kV
acceleration voltage equipped with a postcolumn Gatan Tri-
diem spectrometer. The entrance apertures of the spectrometer
were replaced by the different multihole apertures described
below. The TEM sample was rotated to achieve the desired
rotational alignment of the diffraction pattern with respect
to the fixed apertures. This was done as follows: The TEM
sample was manually rotated in the sample holder outside
the microscope and then inserted in the microscope. Then,
a diffraction pattern (DP) was recorded and to improve the
residual misalignment between the aperture and the DP, the
sample holder was taken out and the sample was manually
rotated again. This iterative procedure allowed for a precise
alignment of the DP with respect to the aperture orientation.
All the EMCD experiments were carried out in STEM mode.
The beam semiconvergence angle was set to 5 mrad for the
EMCD experiments carried out under the [001] zone axis, For
the [110] zone axis, semiconvergence angles of 5, 7.5, and
10 mrad were used to obtain the EMCD signals. The inner
and outer collection angles were set to 12.5 and 25 mrad in all
the cases which are the optimum values predicted from theory.
In all the cases, a focused electron probe was scanned across
the sample and the EELS spectra were acquired in the form of
two-dimensional (2D) EELS images at each scan point. The
EELS edges in the 2D images were aligned using cross cor-
relation to get rid of residual aberrations of the spectrometer.
The chiral plus (C+) and chiral minus (C−) EELS spectra
were extracted by drawing line profiles in the 2D EELS
images. The background of the EELS spectra was subtracted
by using a power-law model and the postedge of the resulting
spectra was normalized [19]. In the EMCD results presented
in this paper, the intensity of the EELS spectra was normalized
to maximum 1 by dividing both the C+ and C− spectra with

FIG. 1. (a), (b) CCD images of two ventilator apertures fixed
in the spectrometer entrance apertures. The beam semiconvergence
angle was 5 mrad. A 2D EELS image was acquired at each scan
point with an acquisition time of 5 s/scan point. For each line scan,
an EELS spectrum was obtained by integrating the 2D data of 15
scan points and taking the intensity profile along the spectral trace.
(c) The postprocessed EELS spectra for the two apertures along with
their difference (EMCD) signal are shown.

the highest number of counts at L3 edge of the C+ spectrum.
This intensity normalization does not affect the measured
mL/mS values but visually helps the reader to estimate the
EMCD signal strength on a relatively simple scale.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To verify the simulations shown in Ref. [18], we designed
two single signal eight-hole (SS8) apertures, also called ven-
tilator apertures, for the [001] zone axis (ZA) of bcc Fe. This
ventilator aperture can acquire one component (positive or
negative) of magnetic signal in one orientation and either the
sample or the aperture needs to be rotated to acquire the other
component of the signal. This operation of rotating the sample
or the aperture can lead to difficulties in maintaining the same
experimental conditions between the two acquisitions. We
solved this problem by building two ventilator apertures side
by side in the spectrometer aperture holder. The two apertures
were rotated by 22.5° with respect to each other in a way
that they could acquire opposite magnetic signals for a fixed
orientation of the diffraction pattern as shown in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). The acquisition of two magnetic signals can now be
accomplished by scanning a sample area twice just switching
the apertures in between the acquisitions. The TEM sample
was oriented on the [001] ZA and an area of the sample
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FIG. 2. (a) CCD image of the DS2 aperture (b) an electron-
diffraction pattern from the region of measurement. In the STEM
mode, the electron beam with a semiconvergence angle of 5 mrad
was scanned in a line across the sample and a 2D EELS image was
acquired at each scan point. The acquisition time was 5 s/scan point.
Data of 60 scan points was integrated to generate a final 2D EELS
image containing two spectral traces for each aperture. The EELS
spectra were extracted by taking the intensity profiles along each
spectral trace. (c) The postprocessed EELS spectra and the obtained
EMCD signal are shown.

was chosen for the measurements where the sample thickness
was approximately 35 nm. Spectral data in the form of line
scans were acquired using each of the apertures from the same
region of the sample. The EELS spectra were extracted and
processed in the way described in the experimental section.
As compared to the C+ spectrum, the C− spectrum has a
weaker Fe L3 edge and a stronger Fe L2 edge signal as shown
in Fig. 1(c). This change in edge intensity is equally shown in
the difference spectrum.

The ventilator apertures shown in Fig. 1 can detect the
EMCD signals in ZA geometry, but their use for the acqui-
sition of EMCD signals has a few limitations. One drawback
is the complexity of the apertures themselves. The physics of
scattering, and even more, the physics of inelastic electron
scattering is complex for these apertures and it is nontrivial
to compare the experimental results with the simulations. We
think therefore that the use of higher convergence angles for
these apertures needs a careful and stepwise experimental
methodology, starting experiments with one- or two-hole
apertures to first understand the influence of every single
hole aperture on the EMCD signal. A difficulty from an
experimental point of view is that the EELS spectrometer
is built originally for round apertures. Here, for the ven-

FIG. 3. Simulations of the nonmagnetic (a) and magnetic (b)
component of the inelastic-scattering cross section at the L3 edge of
iron. Beam of 5 mrad convergence semiangle accelerated by 300 kV
is passing parallel to [110] zone axis of 20-nm-thick iron crystal. In
(c) and (d) the ventilator and the DS7 apertures are superposed over
the magnetic signal shown in (b). In (e) and (f) the DS2 aperture is
superposed over the magnetic signal with aperture holes parallel to
(100) and (110) axes respectively. Panels (g)–(i) show the optimum
inner/outer collection angles calculated for the ventilator and the DS2
apertures shown in (d)–(f) respectively.

tilator apertures, in principle, each individual hole has its
own spectrometer transmission function. In the alignment
process of the spectrometer, it is thus very hard to align
the spectrometer for these apertures with many holes located
in different directions with respect to the spectrometer axis.
The resulting measurements might thus include some artifacts
coming from the nonideal spectrometer alignment. Another
disadvantage of the ventilator aperture is that it can only be
used for one specific crystal symmetry and a new aperture
needs to be designed for every different crystal symmetry as
well as for every zone axis of interest of the same crystal.
Here we propose and have built a simplified form of the
ventilator aperture which can be used to get EMCD measure-
ments in multiple crystal symmetries and is much easier to
align in the spectrometer. We call this aperture the double
signal two-hole (DS2) aperture. The additional advantage of
the DS2 aperture is that it can acquire both positive and
negative magnetic signals simultaneously. In our recent work
we discussed the advantages of simultaneous acquisition of
the two EELS spectra for EMCD measurements [20]. We
experimentally show that the DS2 aperture allows the detec-
tion of EMCD signals with beam convergence angles high
enough to enable atomic resolution. To explore the behavior of
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FIG. 4. EMCD signals acquired using DS2 aperture for beam
semiconvergence angles of (a) 5, (b) 7.5, and (c) 10 mrad are shown.
In STEM mode, the electron beam with different convergence angles
was line scanned across the Fe film and a 2D EELS image was
acquired at each scan point. The acquisition time for (a) and (b) was
3 s/scan points and 2 s/scan point for (c). The final EELS spectra
were obtained by integrating 30 scan points for (a) and (b) and 50
scan points for (c) The plus and minus EELS spectra were extracted
from the spectral traces for the upper and lower holes of the aperture
respectively.

the DS2 aperture for different crystal symmetries, we applied
it for EMCD measurements in two different zone axes [001]
and [110] of bcc Fe. For the measurements on the [001] ZA,
the same sample and similar experimental conditions were
used as described above for the ventilator aperture. Figure 2
shows the charge-coupled device (CCD) image of the DS2
aperture, the electron-diffraction pattern acquired in the region
of measurement, and the resulting EMCD signal. One of the

FIG. 5. (a) CCD image of the SS8 aperture. (b) Raw spectral data
acquired using the SS8 aperture; residual aberrations can be seen in
the form of zigzag of the EELS edges. (c) Corrected spectra data after
cross correlating the peaks.

concerns about the DS2 aperture could be that the signal
strength or the signal-to-noise ratio would be lower than the
ventilator aperture but this can be compensated by increasing
the dwell time/scan point or integrating more scan points in
the map.

To apply the DS2 aperture in [110] ZA we have per-
formed simulations of the inelastic electron scattering [21]
of an electron beam with semiconvergence angle of 5 mrad,
accelerated by 300 kV, on a 20-nm-thick crystal of bcc iron.
In calculations presented here, the beam direction was set
along the [110] zone axis. Results are summarized in Fig. 3.
Note that for zone axis [110] the symmetry of the diffraction
pattern is lower, when compared to the [001] zone axis treated
in Ref. [18]. Reduced symmetry of the diffraction pattern
is clearly visible from both nonmagnetic [Fig. 3(a)] and
magnetic [Fig. 3(b)] components of the inelastic scattering
cross section at the iron L3 edge. Superposing the eight-
hole ventilator aperture over the magnetic signal distribution
[Fig. 3(c)] shows that not all holes collect a magnetic signal
of the same sign. In fact some holes collect an approximately
even amount of positive and negative EMCD. This led us
to design the DS2 aperture shape, which should be equally
efficient for both [110] and [001] zone axes.

According to the simulations for [110] ZA, the DS2 aper-
ture can be aligned either parallel to the (100) or (110) axis
in the diffraction plane as shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). The
latter orientation was chosen as the aperture stays further
away from the high intensity first-order Bragg reflections
which may disturb the very weak EMCD signal. We used
the same collection angles as in the previous experiments. A
cross-sectional Fe sample was used for the measurements in
[110] ZA. The sample thickness was approximately 25 nm
in the area of measurements. The experiment was performed
for three semiconvergence angles 5, 7.5, and 10 mrad of
the incident electron probe. The obtained EMCD signals are
shown in Fig. 4.

It is worth noting that a clear EMCD signal is visible on
both the L3 and L2 edges in all three cases given in Fig. 4. At
a semiconvergence angle of 10 mrad, the diffraction limited
electron probe has a diameter of 1.2 Å which is smaller than
the lattice plane spacings in many magnetic materials. Thus,
in an aberration corrected microscope, the setup should be
capable to obtain atomically resolved EMCD maps.

In the above EMCD experiments using the ventilator aper-
tures, a 2D EELS image was acquired at each beam position of
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FIG. 6. (a) CCD image of DS7 aperture. The same experimental
conditions were used as mentioned above for the ventilator apertures.
The plus and minus EELS spectra were extracted from the spectral
trace produced by the biggest aperture hole in the center. (b) Postpro-
cessed EELS spectra along with the EMCD signal are shown.

a line scan instead of acquiring directly the EELS spectrum as
performed in conventional STEM-EELS spectrum imaging.
The acquisition of 2D EELS images provides a possibility
to correct some of the residual aberrations of the EELS
spectrometer in postprocessing steps. It seems important to
highlight this aspect since due to the complex noncircular
shape of the apertures, the alignment of the spectrometer is not
straightforward and would need to be optimized further. We
have used a MATLAB script to correct the apparent aberrations
in the spectra.

Moreover, this kind of dataset gives the freedom to extract
the EELS spectra from optimum scattering angles within
the aperture range to minimize artifacts from high intensity
diffraction spots on the EMCD signal (see Fig. 5). In fact
we also optimized the design of the double signal seven-
hole (DS7) aperture proposed in Ref. [18]. We cut aperture
holes now smaller in order to avoid intensity of crystalline
reflections to enter the aperture [Fig. 6(a)]. The outer part
of the spectral trace does not seem to be well focused with
this aperture, probably due to the nonsymmetric shape of
the aperture. Indeed, when evaluating the inner part of the
spectral trace which corresponds to the electron intensity
transmitted through the biggest hole in the DS7 aperture and
which now is not transmitting intensity from strong Bragg
reflections, we obtain a clear EMCD signal [Fig. 6(b)]. This
indicates that filtering out high intensity crystalline reflections
from the aperture holes improves the strength of the EMCD
signal.

To check the quality and precision of the data, we have
applied sum rules [22,23] to all of the EMCD signals shown
above and obtained the mL/mS values for each of them which
are shown in Table I. All values of orbital to spin magnetic

TABLE I. mL/mS values calculated for EMCD signals acquired
with different apertures.

Aperture type mL/mS values

Ventilator ([001] ZA, α = 5 mrad) 0.050 ± 0.018
DS2 ([001] ZA, α = 5 mrad) 0.041 ± 0.010
DS2 ([110] ZA, α = 5 mrad) 0.045 ± 0.024
DS2 ([110] ZA, α = 7.5 mrad) 0.062 ± 0.020
DS2 ([110] ZA, α = 10 mrad) 0.045 ± 0.014
DS7 ([001] ZA, α = 5 mrad) 0.090 ± 0.011

ratio are in the 0.04–0.09 range which is close to the values
determined by other techniques [24,25] and EMCD measure-
ments [12,26] for bcc Fe. The mL/mS values obtained for the
ventilator and the DS2 aperture (both [001] and [110] ZAs)
are quite similar within the error bars. Only the mL/mS values
obtained for DS7 aperture are higher than the expected values.
In the experiments, we found it difficult to correct aberrations
of the spectrometer for DS7 aperture as compared to the two
other apertures and we believe that this is one of the reasons
for the overestimated mL/mS values.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have used three different types of apertures to acquire
EELS spectra on zone axis orientations of monocrystalline Fe
in order to extract EMCD signals. The acquisition strategy has
been optimized for those apertures. From all apertures, EMCD
signals are obtained on both L3 and L2 EELS edges and
obtained mL/mS ratios are in good agreement with previous
works. Using a double signal two-hole aperture to simul-
taneously acquire the two conjugate EELS spectra enabled
us to obtain an EMCD signal at a semiconvergence angle
of 10 mrad, which corresponds to an electron probe size of
1.2 Å. Thus, this work enables atomic scale resolved EMCD
measurements for convergent electron beams by the use of
apertures and on a zone-axis orientation.
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